
OPERABLE WALL

MADE IN THE USA  |  FREE SHIPPING
Our premium room dividers are hand-built to your 
customizations and shipped directly from our  
Minneapolis headquarters, ensuring quick turnaround.

ACOUSTICALLY SUPERIOR 
Dampen room noise while dividing space. Our acoustical 
fabric panels offer enhanced sound control thanks to a 
fiberglass core construction.

GUARANTEED CRAFTSMANSHIP
We guarantee you won’t find a better-built room divider. 
We stand by our premium partitions and offer a 
3-Year Warranty with optional extension options.

LARGE SIZE, LOW PRICE
Our Operable Walls provide an affordable alternative to 
track-mounted partitions and will not require HVAC or 
building code permits for installation.

COMPLETELY CUSTOMIZABLE
We build according to your specifications and offer a 
variety of heights, widths, and fabric color options to 
perfectly fit your situation.

SAFER, STURDIER BUILD QUALITY
Aircraft aluminum frames, low profile casters, and 
full-sized end panels provide greater support than 
outdated steel dividers on the market.
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GREAT WALL ... OF VERSARE
It’s not one of the (New) Seven Wonders, but you’ll still wonder  

at the sheer size of the Operable Wall Folding Room Divider. At 3 

heights of up to 12’ and lengths of up to 19’2”, this wall-mounted, 

floor-based, articulating partition covers large expanses. Choose 

from our Sliding version to keep all panels in a straight line, or  

for greater flexibility, our Folding version’s panels can rotate to  

accommodate a variety of arrangements!

Combine to Operable Walls and divide a space of up to 39’. Forget 

those old track-mounted accordion doors; the Operable Wall is  

a more affordable and attractive alternative for your classroom  

or commercial space. Because of its unique sliding hinge design,  

this partition is a breeze to open and close. The flexible hinges 

also allow for slight vertical movement of each panel, which  

allows the divider to remain stable and slide across uneven 

flooring. Durable, rolling casters provide 2.5” of ground clearance, 

while a full-sized end panel (on each unit of four panels of more) 

provides added stability. 

Each of the Operable Wall’s acoustical fabric panels is 2” thick,  

making the Operable Wall perfect for dampening sound while  

controlling space. To maximize durability, the panels are framed  

in clear anodized aluminum. Choose from 18 stylish colors, all  

in pushpin-accepting acoustical fabric. The Operable Wall is  

sure to do the tough job of dividing your space while remaining 

sleek and modern.
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Sliding 6’10” 9’9” 12’8” 15’7”
Widths

Folding 7’8” 11’6” 15’4” 19’2”

Heights

12’3”

10’ .75”

8’ 5.25”

Affordable Alternative to Accordion Doors

Easy-to-Use Sliding or Folding hinge options

Durable and Stylish Construction

Competitively Priced

Proudly Built in Minneapolis

Free Shipping with a 3-year Warranty


